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Science.gov increasing vital role in education, innovation and discovery

Department of Health and
Human Services

“Congratulations to all the federal science agencies involved in Science.gov for
making the best government science data accessible to the millions of
Spanish-speaking Americans across our country,” said Secretary of the Interior
Ken Salazar. “I encourage students, teachers, researchers, engineers and
members of the public to take advantage of the new Spanish version of this
valuable federal science portal. The web site will help increase the vital role of
U.S. scientific information in education, innovation and discovery, and will help
encourage Latino communities to promote careers in the fields of science,
technology, engineering and mathematics.”
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A surprisingly powerful search engine
One of the top ten “best in government apps at the moment ... a surprisingly
powerful search engine ... and will certainly help your kids get an A on their
science papers.”
—Government Computer News
The 10 best federal mobile apps
John Breeden II
June 22, 2012

Providing transparency
“Nice to see our government providing some transparency as well as using
authentic and well proven indexing and cataloging processes.“
—TaxoDiary
Science.gov Beefs up Content
Melody K. Smith
February 10, 2011
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